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Goal: maintaining and improving tracking performance at higher luminosities
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Assumed (ideally aligned) geometry: hits reconstructed at wrong position
→ reconstructed track is biased → large track-hit residuals
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Alignment: find real geometry by minimising residuals of many tracks

• One more barrel layer, one more forward disk
• Inner layer closer to interaction point: better impact parameter resolution
• Lower material budget
• Detector and service in same mechanical envelope
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mij : measured hit positions
f ij ( p, q j ): predicted hit positions
p, q: alignment and track parameters

need σalignment . O(10)µm

At CMS: fit with O(105 ) alignment and up to O(107 ) track parameters

O(10)µm

• Local (HipPy [1]) and global (Millepede-II [1, 2]) algorithms in use

1. FPIX-Alignment with Cosmic-Ray Data
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Geometry after vs. before alignment
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track-hit residual distribution) after each iteration
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3.8T collision data 2017

alignments that leave χ2 invariant

Alignments
Aligned with 3.8T cosmics (χ2/dof=0.00)
Aligned with 3.8T collision (χ2/dof=0.13)
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Distribution of median track-hit residuals in
each module
• Mean at 0 for ideal alignment
• Width quantifies alignment precision
(includes statistical component)

Great improvement after alignment with
collision data
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Average impact parameter hd xy i relative to
primary vertex
• Expect hd xy i = 0 for ideal alignment
6-fold structure in transverse plane
• Imprint of inner-layer structure
• Bias at level of intrinsic hit-resolution

the twist distortion

(b) effect
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tracka Z 0 → µ+ µ−
decay
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track parameterizations by a two-body-decay parameterization
position of the decay vertex, the momentum of the resonance
gles defining the direction of the decay products in the rest-fram
and the mass of the resonance. Furthermore, this implies a v
well, since the coordinates of the decay vertex are parameters
object [153]. Such virtual measurements allow to avoid the so-ca
tion, which represents the systematic distortion of the geometry b
at fixed global z coordinate around the beam line proportionally t
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In particular, Z → µ µ decays are used to replace the two
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These constraints ensure that translations or rotations of a large
6to the sum of translations or rotations of its components [153].
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4. Full-Tracker Alignment with Cosmic-Ray + Collision Data

µ = 0.0 ± 0.0 µm, σ = 1.4 ± 0.0 µm

Alignment with 3.8T collision
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µ = -0.4 ± 0.5 µm, σ = 15.8 ± 0.3 µm

Aligned with 3.8T cosmics
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3. Pixel-Alignment with Cosmic-Ray + Collision Data
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Z → µ µ decays increase due to such a distortion
topologies
are not sensitive toof
theretwist distortion.
eliminates
φ dependence

Alignment
constructed Z-boson mass

An additional type of tracks that allow to correlate relative
tant modules are tracks from cosmic muons. Unlike tracks from
which originate from the centre of the detector, cosmic tracks pen
from outside and can leave hits in two opposite parts of the tr
are especially important to avoid the so-called telescope weak m
acterised by the shift of modules along the z axis proportional
Pixel-detector alignment at . O(10)µm level required to
meet physics goals
from the beam line: ∆z ∝ r, as shown in Figure 5.6. Parameter
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